Prison version

Convotherm 4 – Designed around you
Listening carefully to you, the customer, we have developed the Convotherm 4 around your needs in the kitchen.
The two control-panel designs - easyTouch and easyDial™ - give you the degree of control you need: from full
automation to maximum customisation. Both control-panels designs are applied to the entire range of combi ovens,
which includes seven sizes, each with four basic units. The aim of both is to deliver the functions you need in a userfriendly design.

Redefined: Clear design meets functionality
The new Convotherm 4 design is based on the
"form follows function" principle.
It combines clear aesthetics with a new dimension
in intuitive operation and serviceability.

Lower operating costs while helping the
environment.
Every watt and litre count. Convotherm 4 represents
our standard for energy efficiency and minimum water
consumption. We have put it to the test!
Using hydroelectric power and heat produced from
biomass for production at our Eglfing site sends the
clear message that for us, sustainability starts back at the
factory.

The new standard in flexible, reliable cleaning
ConvoClean+™ and ConvoClean™ have been developed
to deliver maximum flexibility with minimum consumption.
Strictly fully automatic: avoids any contact with chemicals
when starting the cleaning process. Included are new
operating functions and a single-measure dispensing
option – for when cleaning chemicals need to be stored
elsewhere.
Your cooking results in focus
The legend lives on!
The Advanced Closed System+ (ACS+) presents
perfection in the 3rd generation. It delivers the ultimate in
even cooking and baking, with results always optimised to
your requirements.

How the prison version can help you
The Convotherm 4 prison version* contains extra features to meet your specific requirements. These features are designed
to prevent wilful damage and misuse of units and accessories and ensure food is prepared in a secure environment.

The lockable** control-panel cover prevents unauthorized use of the unit. For instance, people
cannot start, pause or stop cooking processes without permission. Only authorised personnel can
start fully automatic cleaning, and permission is needed to start or intervene
in the cleaning process.
The ergonomic USB port provides secure access to HACCP data, with downloads restricted to
authorised personnel. Cooking profile uploads and software updates can also be performed
securely via this port.
The lockable** unit door prevents anyone from placing foreign objects in the oven
or removing food from the chamber, and avoids any interruptions in the cooking process
by opening the door.
The closed unit door can be locked in two positions: either fully closed or allowing opening only as
far as the steam release position.
For units of size 12.20, 20.10 and 20.20, the loading trolley has a fixed and specially coated handle.

The door window and sealing pane are made of specially
toughened safety glass for extra-high strength. (a 50 mm
square crumbles into > 240 fragments. The standard
number for TSG is 60 fragments.)
Further modifications are possible on request.

* incompatible with the following options: external core temperature probe/sous-vide sensor, ConvoSmoke and ConvoGrill
** using padlock. Padlock not supplied.
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Convotherm 4 combi ovens
Designed around you
Dimensions, right-hinged door
(WxDxH) in mm

Dimensions, disappearing door
(WxDxH) in mm

GN
Rated power consumption
Electric Injection/Spritzer, Electric Boiler

6.10

6.20

10.10

10.20

875 x 792 x 786

1120 x 992 x 786

875 x 792 x 1058

1120 x 992 x 1058

922 x 792 x 786

1167 x 992 x 786

922 x 792 x 1058

1167 x 992 x 1058

6+1 x 1/1

12+2 x 1/1, 6+1 x 2/1

10+1 x 1/1

10+1 x 2/1

11.0 kW

19.5 kW

19.5 kW

33.7 kW

11.0 kW

21.0 kW

21.0 kW

31.0 kW

(3N~ 400V 50/60Hz (3/N/PE)

Heat output (natural gas 2H (E))

Dimensions, right-hinged door
(WxDxH) in mm

Dimensions, disappearing door
(WxDxH) in mm

GN
Rated power consumption
Electric Injection/Spritzer, Electric Boiler

12.20

20.10

20.20

1135 x 1020 x 1406

890 x 820 x 1942

1135 x 1020 x 1942

1182 x 1020 x 1406

937 x 820 x 1942

1182 x 1020 x 1942

24 x 1/1, 12 x 2/1

20 x 1/1

40 x 1/1, 20 x 2/1

33.7 kW

38.9 kW

67.3 kW

31.0 kW

42.0 kW

62.0 kW

(3N~ 400V 50/60Hz (3/N/PE)

Heat output (natural gas 2H (E))

We build and service foodservice kitchens by understanding the foodservice business from the ground up. We feed our
customers’ business with operational insights, global foodservice trends, culinary expertise, outstanding aftermarket service
and innovative ideas to keep their business healthy. Our unmatched portfolio of leading brands delivers state-of-the-art
equipment and full kitchen systems built on operational understanding. This knowledge is why Manitowoc Foodservice is
the only foodservice equipment company that can say we are Fluent in Foodservice.
Our best in class brands include: Cleveland, Convotherm,® Dean,® Delfield,® Frymaster,® Garland,® Kolpak,® Koolaire,® Lincoln,
Manitowoc® Beverage Systems, Manitowoc® Ice, Merco,® Merrychef,® Multiplex,® RDI Systems, Servend,® U.S. Range & Welbilt®
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